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1. Background
There are a number of orangutans at the Sumatran Orangutan Conservation Programme (SOCP)
Batu Mbelin Orangutan Quarantine Centre in North Sumatra, that cannot be released to the
wild for disability or health reasons, which are the direct result of human impacts on their lives.
Two of them are blind, due to being shot many times with air rifles and a third, Dek Nong,
suffers from a chronic arthritic condition. Two others have spent so long in captivity, one of
them more than 19 years in a cage barely larger than his body, that we consider it would be too
risky or unsafe for them to have to learn to live in a forest again. All 5 therefore face the
prospect of spending the rest of their lives in captivity, which could potentially be as long as
another 50 years or more. Currently they reside in large metal cages at the SOCP Quarantine
Centre, and whilst every effort is made to provide the best possible care for them, with as much
behavioural enrichment as possible to keep them occupied, the inherent limitations of a caged
existence mean that their quality of life is always going to be compromised and suboptimal if
they remain where they are.

Adult male orangutan 'Leuser', blind due to being shot 62 times with an air rifle, will be one of the residents of
the SOCP Orangutan Haven
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2. Solution
The Orangutan Haven will provide each these orangutans a much-improved quality of life, and a
far more positive and meaningful future, in which they will contribute to communicating the
plight of their Critically Endangered wild Sumatran (Pongo abelii) and Tapanuli orangutan
(Pongo tapanuliensis) counterparts, and the realities the remaining wild populations on Sumatra
face, to a wide and diverse audience. In giving these orangutans a life with all the support they
need, in the freedom and openness of a far more spacious and naturalistic setting, they will
serve as ambassadors for their wild counterparts and hence continue to make a valuable
contribution to the conservation of Sumatra’s orangutans in the future. All this can be achieved
via the concept outlined here.
The solution offered by the Orangutan Haven involves
the construction of a number of naturalistic islands
surrounded by water moats. The islands will be
heavily vegetated and equipped with abundant
climbing structures, ropes and raised platforms, in
contrast to the cold metal bars of their present
accommodation. The islands will give the orangutans
the perception of being in a much more pleasant and
naturalistic environment, with running water, grass to
lie on, and timber and ropes on which to climb. All
this, whilst at the same time being contained in a
manageable setting in which all of their daily needs
can be catered for.

These 'model' islands will not only provide a
sanctuary and improve the welfare of un-releasable
animals, but also fulfil a vital role as a unique
Adult female orangutan 'Dek Nong', who suffers
educational resource. The new facility is being
from a chronic arthritic condition, will become
developed in an area within easy reach of Medan,
an Island resident at the Haven
Indonesia’s 4th largest city (metropolitan area of 4
million people), where many of those who decide the fate of the orangutans natural habitat, or
influence such decisions, live and work. The Orangutan Haven will be open to the public, such
that both today's decision makers, and those of tomorrow, will be able to visit and learn, and
ultimately to far better understand why orangutans end up in human hands, what the
consequences of this are for orangutans and humans alike, and what is required to conserve the
species’ and their habitat in the present day. This highly innovative 'model' project will offer a
long-term viable solution for the few unfortunate orangutans at the SOCP that cannot be
returned to the wild, and serve as an example that could be easily replicated in other regions,
where there are orangutans or other species in similar situations.
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Not only will the individual orangutans themselves be far better off than they are now, but as a
result of a much better-informed public, due to the Orangutan Haven’s huge education
potential, it is hoped that the remaining wild orangutans in Sumatra, and their habitat, will also
be better off in the future as well. Through unique experiences, both local and international
visitors will gain a far better understanding of orangutans, their individuality, intelligence and
complexity and far greater appreciation of the threats they are facing in the wild, and what
needs to be done for human populations to co-exist with them and conserve them.

Aerial/UAV map depicting location of the SOCP Orangutan Haven in North Sumatra, Indonesia, and the planned islands
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3. Primary Objectives
1. Provide greatly improved living conditions for disabled or otherwise un-releasable orangutans
in need of lifelong support;
2. Foster greater support for orangutan and rainforest conservation, through offering
professional environmental education and awareness programmes at the Haven.
In the context of these ‘primary’ objectives, the Orangutan Haven will educate and inform
visitors of all backgrounds, from school children to international tourists, on wildlife
conservation generally, the importance of wild habitats like the Leuser Ecosystem and the
Batang Toru Ecosystem for human welfare and livelihoods, issues surrounding the illegal wildlife
trade in the region, and sustainable agriculture, architecture, energy and development.

4. Master plan
The Orangutan Haven Master plan document continues to be developed, with inputs also being
provided by a number of experienced volunteers from Switzerland (home of the PanEco
Foundation head office), who are conducting their national civil service requirements through
assisting our work in Sumatra.

Orangutan Haven Master Plan development update June 2018
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5. Security Border Fence
A security border fence of 2.6 km has been built in 2015 by planting spiny salak palms,
reinforced with barbed wire in sensible locations. In 2018 we added spiny bamboo plant which
will be of benefit in terms of border and as a construction material. The three pictures taken this
June show the growth of the salak palms. Meanwhile hiding the barbed wire almost completely.
Parts of our nature trails are also along the perimeter and can so being maintained in one go.
At some point of the spiny salak palms fence is need to be inserted with new plant. This is
because some of the plants are dead. We are waiting rainy season this year to re-plant.
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6.a

Orangutan Islands

We have finalized the orangutan island design and layout, with the planned total of 9 islands
separated from each other and the visiting public by water moats. To date the moats and
islands have all been created using excavators, but the final layout of the islands and the profile
of the moats, designed to be maximum of 1.5 meters deep at the deepest point and a minimum
of 5 meters wide, will be created manually using local labor. Water levels will be regulated by 3
dams spread along the valley between some of the islands, with inlet/outlet pipes and gates for
controlling through-flow. The three dams are constructed from gabions (wire mesh filled with
river stones), covered with soil, mesh and a bentonite clay mixture. The dams serve as
fundament for the visitor walkways and viewing points, which construction in form of shaping
the surface and laying drainage just started.
Between March and April 2018, one excavator worked daily to finalize form and shape of the
islands and the surrounding moats, with the underlying structure of all 9 islands now completed.
Whilst the SOCP currently has only 6 orangutans that cannot be released to the wild, we are
creating 9 islands. This allows flexibility for the future, if we receive any more un-releasable
orangutans, but at the same time we can allow access for orangutans to more than one island,
by simply connecting them with a rope bridge between them along which the orangutans will be
able to safely cross the moat.

Aerial (UAV) image of the islands in June 2018
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Cross-section depicting island, moat, and road design

Island design plan (L); the state of Orangutan Island construction as of Dec 2017 (R)

`
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islands number 7,8 and 9, that are surrounded by water

The islands taking shape. View from the southern end looking north along the valley
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Final shaping at islands 3+4+5+6, which includes orangutan house #2 in the middle

View from south to north showing dam 1, island 2, island 1 and the outlet gate in the back
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Outlet at the bottom end where the water gate is successfully installed

Overflow at dam number 3 layered with natural stone, creating a sit and chill spot for visitors
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Shaping the visitor walkway with a width of 140cm

The main dam at the head of the valley will be used to control all water input to the entire valley and the moats by
means of the manual gate controlling through-flow
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For waterproofing the moats to ensure that full water levels can be maintained at all times we
are not dependent on additional liners like geo-membrane. Over the last year we came to the
conclusion that enough water is coming in from the springs but more likely in form of
groundwater and slope water that is dripping into the moat. Hydrological studies of the valley
monitoring all water inputs (streams, rainfall, overland flow) and outputs (stream, evaporation
etc.) suggest that waterproofing should not be needed.
The only issue we are dealing with is soil erosion. Until now we successfully tested using
bentonite on several parts regarding soil condition and leaving the rest compacted earth.
The water level is not dropping and as a next step we will receive results on how much
sedimentation piles up inside the moat during a certain period of time. After that a final decision
can be made, predicted is very soon because we target to have all moats filled by the end of
August this year.
Regardless of that, as an additional safety measure for the orangutans, two strands of electric
fencing will be located just above the water level about 70 centimeters out from the perimeter
of each island. This will act as psychological barrier to the orangutans, discouraging them from
entering the deeper section of the moat. Out of ethics the voltage of fence surrounding the
island with blind orangutans on it can be turned off for that period of time until another
orangutan will be moved onto.

Slope saver mesh with a bentonite and clay mixture at the inlet side of the dams
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Dam number 2 inlet side showing the application of waterproofing and soil erosion method

We are also filtering the natural spring water that flows into the moats through the placement
of a natural biofiltration system. Water first flows through rocks interlaced with a natural mesh
of fibers and filtering plants, cleaning out impurities and ensuring fresh clean water surrounds
all of the islands, safe for the orangutans to drink should they wish to. These units will be
equipped with educational signage to learn about the topic of water and its necessity of
cleanness.
Additional drinking water quality of water will also be provided on each island by means of
automatic taps and small waterfalls.
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Technical Plan of the islands area by June 2018
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6.b

Orangutan Houses

Four “orangutan houses” will be built at the islands complex. Each island will have access via a
bridge across the moat to a house, acting as a temporary indoor holding facility, and the
orangutans will be encouraged to enter this facility for at least half an hour every morning. This
will allow them to be closely assessed for any health or medical problems at least once a day. To
allow staff to access the islands on a daily basis for cleaning and maintenance a temporary light
weight bridge will be pushed over and pulled back again after use.
These “orangutan houses” are being designed to allow animals to also be moved from one
island to another without having to be anaesthetized. The houses must also be very carefully
designed to minimize the risk of orangutans escaping.
The detailed design process for the houses 2 and 4 is finished by now and construction of house
4 at island 9 just started, topographically speaking working from the top to the bottom, so island
9 to island 1. If everything works out as planned, we might move the first orangutans to the
islands in early 2019. Examples of the current designs are provided in the following pages.

Executional drawing for the Orangutan House 4
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Staking out of Orangutan House 4

Digging of foundations for Orangutan House 4
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Executional drawing for the Orangutan House 2
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7. Vet Medical Clinic and Keepers’ House
The vet medical clinic and the keepers’ house area is situated near the islands compound. These
buildings occupy about 150 square meters in total. This area was just cleared and
excavated to prepare the site for later construction. The soil was used for levelling the road
nearby.
The design process has started, including toilet facilities, focusing on the vet medical clinic, so
that by the next quarter construction can start.

the site for the vet clinic after road and site shaping by an excavator

Building Specifications

Function: health monitoring, medical treatment, emergency/first aid

Location: near islands, Staff house (hidden for visitors)












Something similar with the one we have in quarantine, but more basic
Basic pharmacy
First aid kit (for apes and keepers)
Lab for routine examination of blood and feces (microscope, fridge, sink, table etc.)
Medical Check room with emergency doors, very bright (table, sink connected to septic
tank)
Storage for enrichment and fabrics
Outdoor Cage for intensive care of big orangutans
Sleeping room for a veterinary staff
Keepers’ facilities with kitchenette, toilet, bathroom, laundry, fold-up beds for two
people
Aviaries/small cages for birds and fruit bats
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8. Access Road
Basic construction of the 1,800 m arterial access road is finished, cutting from the front of the
Haven site to the valley, and all the way around the valley and the islands. At this stage to the
main artery road we added 400 more meters of side road that are necessary for the access to
the Ecofarming Centre and the Forest School. Plus another entrance road leading down to the
car park, that will make the in- and outgoing traffic more fluent, is going to be excavated in the
upcoming quarter. Then we can efficiently use the excavator for shaping the car park in one go
and create the front area (shown on the cover photo) that is a major step before the Orangutan
Haven will have it´s soft opening.
Once the heavy machinery no longer needs to access the site, the road will be laid with gravel,
set on a layer of sand and lined on both sides with edge stones, to better facilitate transport
across the site.
Drainage canals have also been built along one side completely and on continues now for the
second side of the arterial access road to minimize erosion. Pipes and control points are being
laid down for future electrical supplies. Where the sides of the road are steeply sloping we have
used slope saver mesh (made from coconut fibre) to prevent erosion and planted these with
vetiver grass (Vetiveria zizanioides), a densely tufted grass with stout roots, to further stabilise
the soils.

Portal gate to neighbour´s land at the outlet gate
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Rubble stone wall as retention along steep and potential erosion areas, steps towards ecotrail

water control box with drainage canals leading from it
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Electrical inspection box

Art work on the rubble stone walls (L) Spoon drainage work (R)
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9. Forest School (formerly called Education Centre)
To facilitate the Orangutan Haven`s education and awareness raising mission, Yayasan
Ekosistem Lestari and it’s partner PanEco foundation in cooperation with Architecture Sans
Frontieres Indonesia, will announce a “National Architectural Design Competition for a Forest
School at the Orangutan Haven” and invites architects and students to submit imaginative and
innovative designs for a new education facility (the Forest School) to serve as the base for all
Education and Interpretive aspects of the Orangutan Haven. Entries must be highly functional,
but also take account of social equity aspects, sustainability, environmental and ethical practices
throughout the design process.
The launch of the competition is targeted to be in September, expecting a final output from the
Jury by April 2019. Ideally the construction can begin right after once the funding is made.

Panorama picture with a little sketch to help allocating the Forest School

Ortho picture with main artery road on the left and to the right a side road leading to the Forest School
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10. Rainforest Centre (formerly called Visitor Centre)

The building will hold an innovative, interactive tropical rainforest exhibition including
administrative and visitor services infrastructure on first floor, while the second floor will offer a
flexible seminar and conference room infrastructure.
Lukas Zollinger has been commissioned to complete the detailed plans for the rainforest centre
building under constructive guidance by Joerg Stamm. Whereas Stefanie Frey is asked to take
over the coordination, conception and visual implementation for the exhibition, with a team of
several skilled people under supervision of YEL. Main focus of their involvement is the transfer
of knowledge and skills to local collaborators.
Regarding the timeschedule for this building in a meeting early May it was concluded that the
Forest School has priority and meanwhile exhibition and space concepts need to be finalized to
a stage that suits this becoming international reference of a building.

Model of the Rainforest Centre (RFC) by Lukas Zollinger
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11.

Bamboo Production & Design

Orangutan Haven’s iconic “Bamboo Bridge” has been designed and planned by Swiss architect
Lukas Zollinger, complemented by professional inputs from expert bamboo architect and
engineer Jörg Stamm from Columbia. It`s construction was completed in February this year and
is waiting for it`s inauguration with a final load test.
This impressive 30 m bridge crosses the river from the Haven’s main entrance area, after what
will eventually be a 2,000 m2 carpark, towards the site’s interior. It will enable visitors and
everybody else to reach the islands with dry feet.
During the process of building the bridge a 10 head bamboo team was formed that operates
bamboo procurement and storage facilities, while other much smaller constructions are
handled. Even outside of the Haven we succeeded to get the community interested in this
sustainable way of building and our bamboo carpenters are introduced to other involvements.
Apart of this our bamboo production and storage tremendously supports all work with sticks,
lathers and temporary quick built structures for a holistic work process at the Haven. Not
mentioning the innovative process it is going towards a sustainable everlasting community
solution.

Joerg Stamm and Suherry Aprianto during a meeting at YEL Office, Medan

We have sourced most of our bamboo from Sibolangit, Tiga Johar, and Marike – all nearby
locations in North Sumatra, and are working with local people to ensure that only mature stalks
are harvested, and that cutting is always done during a waning moon (which aids in minimising
populations of boring insects that might otherwise degrade the organic structure of the shoots).
The bamboo needs to be soaked for several weeks in a borax solution, an organic salt that acts
as a pesticide. After soaking the bamboo must then be thoroughly dried, which makes it both
stronger and lighter in weight.
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The completed Bamboo Bridge from the entrance view of the Haven

Bamboo carpenter Andi working on signage for the Orangutan Haven
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12.

Micro Hydropower Plant (MHPP)

A small micro-hydropower plant has been constructed on the site - now at 100% completion,
with all the components installed and the system designed for 6,5 kW capacity, with 4 meters’
drop between head and turbine and a water flow of 250 liter/second. We are utilizing a crossflow water turbine (T14), licensed by Swiss Entec AG. The MHPP consists of the following
components: dam (wier), water intake, settling basin, fore bay, penstock pipe, turbine,
generator, electronic load controller (ELC), power house and tailrace.
Recently the foundations of the dams were reinforced and now compensational work at our
neighbour`s land stream upwards is in progress. Once these improvements are completed, a
test run of two months will be done, beginning in end of July 18. After the test run, the full
operation may start. Before the it’s full operation, electricity cables are starting to be laid and so
the generated electricity can be contributed as well.
This system will provide enough energy for around 40% of the Orangutan Haven’s eventual total
energy needs. A comprehensive sustainable energy management concept for OU Haven is going
to be worked out with our partner “Alva Energi” to identify appropriate ways how to generate
the remainder. E.g. direct solar water heating systems might be suitable for the restaurant,
seminar rooms and guest houses, while lighting and electricity for charging batteries of
computers, etc. could come from photovoltaic production integrated into the buildings. A solar
station to charge the electric vehicles could additionally be modelled to serve as an educational
device. These solar energy devices are estimated to be constructed by 2020.

The dam for the MHPP on rainy days
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The dam (wier), taken from neighbour`s side of the river

The dam with foundations to be reinforced
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13.

Organic Farming and Eco-Farming Centre

The Orangutan Haven’s large (48 ha) total area offers enormous potential to promote a
sustainable organic farming practices. Rubber, citrus, cacao, durian, vegetables, pineapple, and
many other crops are present throughout the site in a traditional agroforestry cultivation.
The Haven already provides fruits and vegetables for our nearby Quarantine Centre’s orangutan
food needs – with some portion being supplied to the “Kapal Bambu” Restaurant
(http://ecolodges.id/en/restaurant) at YEL’s Ecolodge in Bukit Lawang - until such time that the
Haven will have its own restaurant facilities constructed. Presently local labour is employed to
deal with all farm work. However, a community farming system is in preparation.
A plant nursery is under construction, which can be combined with an Aquaponic system in the
future to showcase the different possibilities of cultivation there are. It will be our bank of plants
and support us with all kind of seeds that are necessary while we undergo several stages of
development. The design for the planned eco-farming centre which includes a maintenance
depot room is just done and construction started.
Until then it temporarily serves as a migrant workers hut and cool storage for seeds and crops.
This way the farming area undergoes a process of self management and implements a
knowledge share of locals, migrants and visitors.

Yenni Lucia teaching about crop and plant management
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Aerial view of the Eco-Farming land with the river to the right

Nursery and Aquaponics building with water catchment tank in the middle
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Regina Frey with the local farmers behing the new compost system

Model for the Eco-Farming and Maintenance Centre
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14.

Construction and Consultant Team

Swiss architect Lukas Zollinger has initially designed the masterplan and all major buildings,
having been present on site for the first year of OU Haven’s construction. Specifically, for
bamboo construction, the team is supported by German bamboo architect and engineer Jörg
Stamm from Columbia, whenever the need arises.
In the first quarter of 2017, a new consultant joined the team. Gilbert Murrer, a skilled architect
from Austria with experience in sustainable architecture and construction techniques, has
replaced Lukas Zollinger to be permanently present at the site. Gilbert now works closely with
the SOCP’s lead coordinator for the project and founder member of the SOCP (having
supervised construction of the SOCP Quarantine Centre in 2001), engineer Suherry Aprianto.
Recently Andy Short, a Medan based school teacher and conservation enthusiast, joined as a
consultant to develop the Educational part and necessary Signage for the Orangutan Haven.
Indonesian Architect Andrea Fitrianto from ASF (Architectes Sans Frontières) has come from
Bandung to join the team for two weeks. More Indonesian professionals are highly welcome to
Orangutan Haven to contribute their knowhow and help with promoting the project’s innovative
construction approach.
Last, not least, professional civilian servants Andri Schmid (civil engineering for road
construction, 2016), Daniel Petrasinovic (civil engineering for road and island construction,
2017), Arion Katana (bamboo bridge planning, 2017), Lorenz Diefenbach (agroforestry and EcoFarming, 2018) have contributed considerably both in terms of experienced work force and
professionalism.
We have contracted a local design and construction company, ‘Ozin Karya’, with Henri Iskandar,
Erik Brandt and Tonggor Tts, a team of architects and civil engineers with many years of
experience in the region, to assist in building the site and procuring the necessary staff,
materials and equipment. This saves the SOCP both time and energy in having to manage these
issues ourselves, and instead allows us to maintain our focus on designing the best possible site
for the orangutans and our conservation mission.
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Orangutan Haven driver Irwin loading the dirt bike that serves the workers on site

Andy Short explaining to students from Singapore
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Sofyan Tan with YEL staff during a visit

Regina Frey and Ian Singleton with tour guests from Germany and Switzerland
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Hash Runners after a run through the Haven

Director SOCP Ian Singleton with one of his Drone specialist friends
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15.

Permits and Licenses

In Indonesia, the term “building” relates to a permanent building constructed with concrete,
stone and metal. Buildings from bamboo are not considered permanent buildings.
As the orangutan haven project consists of a mixture of permanent and non-permanent
buildings, will have committed ourselves to obtain a building construction permit (IMB) for the
overall project. In order to get this permit, several requirements are needed/see table below.

Kind of permit

Description

Requirement

Time
needed

Progress

1. Izin Peruntukkan
dan Penggunaan Tanah
(IPPT)/ Land use permit

This permit is to allow us to
use the land as Orangutan
Haven (Zoo, recreational park,
botanical garden, tourism ect.)

1. Foundation legal
document
2. Land purchase
document

1st quarter,
2017

100%
(done)

2. Sertifikasi tanah/
Land registration/Land
act

This act or land act is to
announce YEL as the owner of
the land and guaranty YEL’s
right to manage this land for
the period 30 years and can be
prolong for 20 years.

4rd quarter,
2018 => 2nd
quarter
2018

In process

3. Izin Lembaga
Konservasi (LK) /
Institutional
Conservation License

This permit is to allow us to
develop and manage a
zoo/breeding or similar
conservation programme.

4rd quarter,
2018

In process

6. Izin Mendirikan
Bangunan
(IMB)/Building
construction permits

This permit is to allow us to
build the buildings at
Orangutan Haven. The permit
can be one permit for all of the
buildings or a single permit for
each building.

1. Foundation legal
document
2. Land purchase doc
3. IPPT (Done)
4. Tax
5. Local government
recommendation
1. IPPT (Done)
2. Land
registration/act
3. Foundation legal
document
4. Local government
recommendation
5. Environment
Impact analysis (In
process)
1. IPPT (Done)
2. Master plan
(Done)
3. Building design (In
process)
4. Environment
Impact Analysis (In
process)

4rd quarter,
2017 => 2nd
quarter
2018

In process
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16.

Challenges

The OU Haven project as a whole is highly innovative. Specifically, the construction of the
orangutan islands is a pioneering endeavour, which cannot rely on any reference project
anywhere in the tropics. This challenge harbours a big potential, but also risks. Last not least the
risks manifest themselves in unpredictable costs.
•

The project is in need of qualified labour from the building industry, which is not
available within a nature conservation NGO. Employment of qualified services is very
costly. Therefore, we are very grateful for qualified civilian workers, volunteers or
interns, who are ready to help out.

•

Apart from giving handicapped orangutans a better life, the prominent feature in
Orangutan Haven will be nature and environmental education. It is a priority to create
an educational concept, including recruitment and training of staff. Funds must be
raised to implement the training programme, preferably in co-operation with an existing
professional institution in a similar set-up, such as a national park or zoo.
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17.

Outlook

At the current rate of development, we are optimistic that we will be able to move the
Orangutan Haven’s first resident orangutans from the SOCP Quarantine Centre to the Island
complex in early 2019. Considerable work remains to be done to achieve this, but our
experience this year is that – with sufficient funding available – we are able to make good
progress. Whilst the orangutan islands are a main priority, further facilities are planned in tune
with the master plan. These include, but are not limited to:
Rainforest Centre (former Visitor Center) – ticketing, reception, rainforest exhibition,
administration, seminar rooms
(first floor), first aid and other facilities to receive and serve visitors;
Forest School (formerly Education Centre) – for schools and other groups to study and learn
about nature, ecology, conservation;
Science/Research Centre – to promote interest in field research among young people, as well as
to conduct research project on site;
Restaurant – for general visitors and corporate events, weddings etc.;
Eco-Farming & Maintenance Centre – for production of fruits and vegetables, while serving as a
training and interpretive facility for organic agriculture; storage for all kinds of tools.
Education team – staff to begin developing and designing nature trails and curricula for
interpreting the OU Haven for visitors and school groups;
Orangutan Haven harbours great potential for further activities in the field of nature
conservation. Donors might be interested to finance the following features, which will be
realised once the backbone constructions have been established:
Aviaries – for captive breeding programmes for Critically Endangered Sumatran bird species;
Fruit bat Enclosure – for educating visitors of the value of these creatures in an attempt to
reduce demand for the existing local trade of them;
Toilet Units – for visitors and staff in form of composting toilets;
Biogas Plant – linked to the main toilet unit it will showcase the potential of humanure;

The following activities are scheduled for the third quarter of 2018:
a. Continuous permits and licenses’ paper work
b. Continuous updating of Orangutan Haven master plan
c. Organic farming (community farming) operations
d. Micro hydro power plant (MHPP) generating electricity permanently
e. Road and parking area: continue work
f. New Road to Vet-Clinic and Forest School
g. Islands construction and orangutan houses: continue work
h. Vet medical clinic and keepers’ house: complete design and start to build
i. Rainforest Centre: finalise detailed design
j. Conduct architectural design competition for the Forest School (formerly called Education
Centre)
k. Design of main toilet unit and biogas plant, located near Rainforest Centre
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